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The importance of Sport Tourism as a developing science and Sport Events specifically is on
the increase. This is especially true when experts say that sport tourism is big business. South
Africa, like most other countries, hosts thousands of sport events each year. Therefore,
destinations compete fiercely not only to host these events but also to offer quality events. All
this is happening despite the fact that there is a lack of properly trained sport and event
managers. Therefore, the purpose of this book is toe equip the reader with specific knowledge
and skills about the sport and events tourism phenomenon. The book deals with a wide variety
of topics, stretching from the history of sport tourism to new and globally important issues such
as the greening of sport events. The book is a useful tool for both students and practitioners
alike, since it also provides guidelines and case studies.
The social, cultural and economic significance of sport has never been more evident than it is
today. Adopting a critical management perspective, this book examines the most important
themes and challenges in global sport management. From match-fixing, doping, bribery and
corruption to corporate social responsibility, governance, and new media, it helps students,
researchers and practitioners to understand the changing face of the global sport industry.
Written by leading international sport management experts, Critical Issues in Global Sport
Management includes twenty chapters and real-life case studies from around the world. It
examines contemporary governance and management issues as well as the ethical challenges
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faced by the global sport industry, including questions of integrity and accountability in recent
drug scandals that have been widely reported and debated. This book deals with such
questions and many more, highlighting the fact that the global sport system is in urgent need of
new and innovative solutions to these ongoing problems. Based on cutting-edge research from
the US, UK, Australia, Europe and beyond, this book will add depth and currency to any course
in sport management, sport business, sport development, or sport events.
Though spectator and player security has always been a priority for sport and facility managers
at all levels, large-scale threats such as terrorism or natural disasters have become even more
critical management concerns. Proactive sport and facility managers understand the role they
must take in working with local law enforcement, contracted security personnel, and their own
employees to adequately plan for and respond to threats—both manmade and natural. Security
Management for Sports and Special Events: An Interagency Approach to Creating Safe
Facilities presents a systematic approach to stadium and venue security. Unlike traditional risk
management books that present guidelines to promote safety and discourage litigation in sport
and recreation settings, Security Management for Sports and SpecialEvents deals specifically
with natural disasters, terrorism, crowd control problems, and other large-scale threats. As
sport and facility managers seek to broaden their building management capabilities, this text
offers detailed guidance in improving the quality, coordination, and responsiveness of security
protocols within their facilities. With this text, sport and facility managers examine the concerns
and challenges to security and emergency planning for both sport and non-sport events held at
their facilities. Security Management for Sports and Special Events offers an organized
explanation of event security to support the planning, implementation, and communication of
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security and emergency plans to staff and game-day hires as well as the assessment of
emergency preparation. Drawing on numerous examples from both in and out of sport, readers
will consider the challenges, solutions, best practices, and prescriptions for coordinating the
efforts of staff, law enforcement, and security personnel. Readers will find an array of tools that
assist in understanding and implementing the material presented: •Case studies at the end of
each chapter and “Lessons Learned” sections that summarize and apply the information to a
real-world scenario •Chapter goals and application questions that provide a clear map for the
chapter and promote critical thinking of the issues •Sidebars throughout the text that provide
examples of important current issues in sport and event security management •Reproducible
checklists, forms, and additional resources that help in designing and implementing plans
•More than 20 appendix items, including key guidelines, checklists, and needs assessments
Emphasizing interagency development and a team approach to sport event security
management, Security Managementfor Sports and Special Events allows sport and facility
managers to lessen risk, control insurance costs, and uphold the integrity of their facilities
through security management procedures. The text is developed according to the
requirements of the Department of Homeland Security’s National Incident Management
System (NIMS) and serves as the manual for managers seeking to achieve the SESA Seal of
Approval offered by the University of Southern Mississippi’s National Center for Spectator
Sports Safety and Security (NCS4). Developed by the authors and the only dedicated research
facility for sport security management, NCS4 is on the cutting edge of researching and
assessing game-day operations for security and crisis management. Security Management for
Sports and Special Events is a practical resource for identifying and managing potential threats
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to fans’ and players’ safety. With proper protocols in place and a coordinated response, sport
and facility professionals can ensure the safety of participants and spectators from terrorism,
natural disasters, and other potential encounters.
Theory is an essential element in the development of any academic discipline and sport
management is no exception. This is the first book to trace the intellectual contours of theory in
sport management, and to explain, critique and celebrate the importance of sport management
theory in academic research, teaching and learning, and in the development of professional
practice. Written by a world-class team of international sport management scholars, each of
whom has taken a leading role in developing a particular theory or framework for
understanding sport management, the book covers the full span of contemporary issues,
debates, themes and functional approaches, from corporate social responsibility and diversity
to strategy, marketing and finance. Every chapter explores a key theoretical approach,
including an overview of that theory, a discussion of the process of theory development and of
how the theory has been employed in research, practice or teaching, and outlines directions for
future research in that area. Each chapter includes cases and examples, as well as short
illustrative commentaries from people who have used that particular theory in their work, and
attempts to highlight the theory-practice links, or gaps, in that area. For a fully-rounded
understanding of what sport management is and how it should be studied, taught and
practiced, a thorough grounding in theory is essential. The Routledge Handbook of Theory in
Sport Management is therefore important reading for all advanced students, researchers,
instructors, managers and practitioners working in this exciting field.
Managing Major Sports EventsTheory and PracticeRoutledge
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This book critically examines the planning, management, and operations of the world’s
premier event for Para sport athletes. Noting a lack of research into how these games are
planned and managed, the authors of this contributed volume discuss how the Paralympics are
essentially different to the Olympics and what this means for their management. Managing the
Paralympics explores how the organizers and connected stakeholders effectively organize and
deliver the Paralympics, taking into account what has been learned from previous events.
Including emergent models of best practice from event management, project management and
sport management literature, the book gives an insight into the planning of one of the world’s
biggest sporting events that encompasses ten impairment types and multiple sport classes
within sports.
Crisis and Disaster Management for Sport is the first book to introduce key concepts and best
practice in crisis and disaster management in sport and international sports events. The book
draws from multiple disciplines to provide insight into the issues and challenges involved in
planning for, and managing, crises and disasters in the context of sport. With an initial focus on
sports event and venue resilience, the book also explores social, community and individual
resilience within sport and examines concepts and issues such as fandom, risk perception,
crowd control and management, crisis communication and reputational risk and the growing
challenges posed by climate change. The book includes real-world case studies as well as
disaster management-related simulation and scenario-building exercises and looks ahead to
what might be the most significant threats in future to the safe and sustainable management of
sport. With the devastating impacts of COVID-19 illustrating the central importance of
resilience and proper preparation for crises and disasters, this book is an essential read for all
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researchers, students, practitioners and policy-makers working in sport, tourism,
entertainment, leisure and critical event studies.
The hosting of sports events – whether large international events, or smaller niche interest
events – has huge and long-lasting impacts on the local environment, economy and industry.
Strategic Sports Event Management: Olympic Edition provides students and event managers
with an insight into the strategic management of sports events of all scales and nature. The
framework offers a planning process that can be used to understand the importance of a
strategic approach, and shows how to implement strategies that can achieve successful sports
events over the short and long-term. The text uses international case studies throughout to
offer real-world insight in both larger and smaller events. Plus, in this new Olympic edition, a
case study from the Beijing Olympiad is included in each chapter. Through this topical and
timely addition to the text, we can understand the lessons to be learned by events mangers of
events of all sizes. Written by an experienced author and using first-hand research the text
looks at: the organizations involved such as the IOC, FIFA and IAAF, and their interactions
with charities, the media and promoters the short-term and long-term benefits of the planning
process evaluating the event, its impacts and legacies operational strategies including finance,
ticketing, transport, venues, IT, communications, equipment and personnel the bidding process
and what is required for a successful bid Strategic Sports Event Management: Olympic Edition
builds on the substantial success of the first edition and is vital reading for students and
practitioners alike.
This book offers new insight into International Sports Events (ISEs), examining the relationship
between sport, tourism and events. It assesses sports events through the lens of both sports
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participants and spectators, based on three primary themes: impacts, experiences and
identities. The first section of the book contributes to the future development of knowledge by
analyzing the impact of sport events and their legacies from economic, environmental, social,
sporting, political and cultural perspectives – an understanding of the impacts and potential
legacies of sports events is fundamental to their future development. In the second section of
the book, the focus moves from impact and legacy issues towards exploring consumer
behaviour and participant experiences at a diverse selection of International Sports Events.
The emphasis within this section is grounded within the tourism dimension of sports events.
Section three of the book highlights the dominant role of identity at a diverse selection of sports
events, and demonstrates how that identity is displayed whilst either watching or participating
in sport and leisure. The book provides an international analysis drawing on emerging
empirical research conducted across a diverse range of sport and leisure activities and
contrasting locations. Linked to the three underlying themes of the book, a future research
agenda for International Sports Events is provided which is centred on four key pillars: impact,
identity, internationalization and interdisciplinary research. This timely book will be of interest to
students, researchers and academics studying Event Management, Sport Management and
Sport Tourism.
Although there is significant research on large events that take place within athletics, small-
scale events are largely ignored, in part due to the lack of press that they generate. However,
these events require planning and preparation in the same way that larger sporting events do.
This disparity between the effort that goes into the event and the attention the event draws
allows for a gap in strategy or information available to those planning smaller scale athletic
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events. Principles and Practices of Small-Scale Sport Event Management is a cutting-edge
reference publication that examines the successful organization and planning of small-scale
sporting events. Featuring a wide range of topics such as community engagement, event
planning, and sports management, this book is ideal for event planners, sports managers,
marketers, academicians, practitioners, industry professionals, researchers, event
organizers/coordinators, and students.
The first summer Youth Olympic Games (YOG) were held in Singapore in 2010 and the first
winter Youth Olympic Games in Innsbruck in 2012. The IOC hopes that the YOG will
encourage young people to be more active and that they will bring the Olympic movement
closer to its original founding values. This is the first book to be published on the Youth
Olympic Games. It critically examines the origins of the Games and the motives of the Games
organisers, as well as the organisation and management of the Games and their wider impact
and significance. The first part of the book discusses the relationship between the YOG and
the ideology of Olympism, in the context of broader developments in youth sport competitions.
The second part investigates a wide range of managerial aspects including the bidding
process, finance, the prominent role of young people on the organising committees and as
volunteers, the role of media and sponsors, and the distinctive competition structure. The final
part of the book assesses the current and likely future impact of the YOG on the host cities and
countries, the IOC and on national youth sport policies. The Youth Olympic Games is essential
reading for any researcher, advanced student or policy maker with an interest in Olympic
Studies, sports development, sport policy, youth sport or event management.
From the Olympic Games to community-level competitions, sports events can be complex and
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pose a particular set of managerial challenges. The Routledge Handbook of Sports Event
Management surveys the management of sports events around the world of every size and
scale, from small to mega-events, including one-off and recurring events, and single-sport and
multi-sport events. The book adopts a unique stakeholder perspective, structured around the
groups and individuals who have an interest in and co-create sports events, including
organising committees, promoters, sport organisations, spectators, community groups,
sponsors, host governments, the media and NGOs. Each chapter addresses a specific
stakeholder, defines that stakeholder and its relationships with sports events, describes the
managerial requirements for a successful event, assesses current research and directions for
future research, and outlines the normative dimensions of stakeholder engagement (such as
sustainability and legacy). No other book takes such a broad view of sports event
management, surveying key theory, current research, best practice, and moral and ethical
considerations in one volume. With contributions from leading sport and event scholars from
around the world, the Routledge Handbook of Sports Event Management is essential reading
for any advanced student, researcher or professional with an interest in sport management,
sport development, sport policy or events.
Once only associated with North America and Europe, formal athletic events are now
becoming more prevalent in Asia as well. With the expansion of this industry, there is a need
for efficient and strategic advertising to promote competitions, events, and teams. Emerging
Trends and Innovation in Sports Marketing and Management in Asia brings together research
and case studies to evaluate and discuss the effectiveness of current methodologies and
theories in an effort to improve promotional activities and the organization of all aspects of the
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sports industry. This publication is an essential reference source for academicians,
researchers, industry practitioners, and upper-level students interested in the theories and
practices of sports marketing and management with a special focus on Asia.
As the role of sport in society becomes ever more prominent and as sports organisations
become increasingly influential members of the global community, so it has become more
important than ever for sport to consider its wider social responsibilities. The Routledge
Handbook of Sport and Corporate Social Responsibility is the first book to offer a
comprehensive survey of theories and concepts of CSR as applied to sport, and the social,
ethical and environmental aspects of sport business and management. It offers an overview of
perspectives and approaches to CSR in sport, examines the unique features of the sport
industry in relation to CSR, explores the tools, models, common pitfalls and examples of best
practice on which managers can draw, and discusses how CSR and corporate citizenship can
be integrated into the sport management curriculum. The book covers every key issue and
functional area, including implementation, strategic benefits, communication and corporate
image, stakeholder engagement, and the measurement and evaluation of CSR policies and
practices, and includes detailed international case studies, from the NBA and the Olympic
Games to Japanese soccer. The Routledge Handbook of Sport and Corporate Social
Responsibility is important reading for any student, researcher, manager or policy maker with
an interest in sport business, management, ethics or development.
Ambush marketing is a strategy by which a company or organisation uses their marketing
communications to associate themselves with an event without being an official sponsor or
authorised partner or licensee. It has become a particular concern in the marketing of major
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sports events, with international sponsorship and branding properties worth many millions of
dollars. Ambush Marketing in Sports is the first book to offer comprehensive analysis of the
theoretical and practical implications of ambush marketing. Drawing on cutting-edge empirical
research data, the book outlines an innovative model for understanding ambush marketing and
offers practical advice for all stakeholders, from sponsors and event organisers to media
organisations. The book examines the opportunities and the risks of ambush marketing,
assesses the legal, ethical and business dimensions, and offers advice for preventing ambush
marketing in a range of contexts. Fully supported throughout with examples and cases from
major international sports events, such as the FIFA World Cup and the Olympic Games, this
book is important reading for any student, researcher or practitioner with an interest in sport
marketing, sport business or event management.
The SAGE Handbook of Sport Management draws together the best current research on the
major topics relevant to the field of sports management, including leadership, gender, diversity,
development, policy, tourism, and media. Edited by two of the most respected figures in the
field, the handbook includes contributions from leading sport management academics from
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, USA, the UK and Europe.
ÔSšderman and Dolles have assembled an impressive array of researchers to
address the nexus between sport and business. In their rich collection of
research on sport business theory and practice Sšderman and Dolles identify
research themes from governance to branding, from sport events to sport
systems, and from social media to fan identity, and they specifically reflect on the
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application of major theoretical concepts and key research methods. The
authorsÕ aim is to advance sport business research through critical reflection on
topic selection, research design, data analysis and interpretation. Their unique
approach encourages researchers, from novice to experienced, to embrace
diverse theories and methods. The Handbook is recommended reading for those
interested in advancing sport business research.Õ Ð Graham Cuskelly, Griffith
University, Australia ÔThis insight-laden volume encompasses today's and
tomorrow's research across the multifaceted landscape of the business side of
sport -- from branding and sponsorship to media and technology, from club
management to governance. It effectively encompasses both theory and practice.
Scholars, students, and practitioners will find this cogent collection of
international consumer and business research knowledge and perspectives both
informative and useful.Õ Ð Stephen A. Greyser, Harvard Business School, US
ÔThis Handbook directly responds to the rapid professional, commercial and
international development of sport. With its thoughtful structure, comprehensive
coverage of topics and renowned contributors it offers a thorough analysis on the
management challenges in the field. It also offers very valuable insights and
guidance how the business of sport can be researched by students, academics
and practitioners around the world. The book is simply a must-read for anyone
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interested in the management aspects of sports.Õ Ð Yoshiaki Takahashi, Chuo
University, Tokyo, Japan This Handbook draws together top international
researchers and discusses the state of the art and the future direction of research
at the nexus between sport and business. It is heavily built upon choosing,
applying and evaluating appropriate quantitative as well as qualitative research
methods for practical advice in sport and business research. Topics covered for
analysis include sports governance, regulation and performance; media and
technology; club management and team structure; place, time and spectators of
sporting events; and sport branding and sponsoring. The Handbook covers
research examples from elite sport to the amateur level, and from different
sports, from cycling to cricket, from ice hockey to motorsports, and from football
to skiing. It will be read and used by academics and PhD students as well as
sports practitioners looking for useful ways of expanding knowledge, conducting
research or searching for insights into the challenges of managing sport.
Contemporary Sport Management returns with a new edition that makes this
popular introductory text stronger and more applicable than ever for students who
plan to enter, or are considering entering, the field of sport management. The
sixth edition of Contemporary Sport Management offers the knowledge of 58
highly acclaimed contributors, 25 of them new to this work. Together, they
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present a wide array of cultural and educational backgrounds, offer a complete
and contemporary overview of the field, and represent the diversity that is
noteworthy of this profession. This latest edition offers much new and updated
material: A new chapter on analytics in the sport industry New and updated
international sidebars for each of the book’s 21 chapters, with accompanying
questions in the web study guide New professional profiles showcasing the
diversity in the field Streamlined chapters on sport management history and
sociological aspects of sport management, emphasizing the issues most relevant
to today’s sports managers Updated sidebars and learning features, including
Historical Moment sections, chapter objectives, key terms, social media sidebars,
sections on applied practice and critical thinking, and more In addition,
Contemporary Sport Management offers an array of student and instructor
ancillaries: A revamped web study guide that contains over 200 activities,
presented through recurring features such as Day in the Life, Job Opportunities,
and Learning in Action An instructor guide that houses a sample syllabus,
instruction on how to use the web study guide, a section on promoting critical
thinking in sport management, lecture outlines, chapter summaries, and case
studies from the journal Case Studies in Sport Management to help students
apply the content to real-world situations A test package and chapter quizzes that
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combine to offer 850 questions, in true/false, fill-in-the-blank, short answer, and
multiple choice formats A presentation package of 350 slides covering the key
points of each chapter, as well as an image bank of the art, tables, and content
photos from the book This new edition addresses each of the common
professional component topical areas that COSMA (the Commission on Sport
Management Accreditation) considers essential for professional preparation:
sport management foundations, functions, environment, experiential learning,
and career development. Contemporary Sport Management is organized into four
parts. Part I provides an overview of the field and the important leadership
concepts associated with it. Part II details the major settings in which many sport
management positions are carried out. In part III, readers learn about the key
functional areas of sport management, including sport marketing, sport consumer
behavior, sport communication, sport facility and event management, and more.
And in part IV, readers examine current sport management issues, including how
sport management interfaces with law, sociology, globalization, analytics, and
research. Every chapter includes a section or vignette on international aspects of
the field and ethics in sport management. This text particularly focuses on the
ability to make principled, ethical decisions and on the ability to think critically.
These two issues, of critical importance to sport managers, are examined and
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analyzed in detail in this book. Contemporary Sport Management, Sixth Edition,
will broaden students’ understanding of sport management issues, including
international issues and cultures, as it introduces them to all the aspects of the
field they need to know as they prepare to enter the profession. With its up-to-
date revisions and new inclusions, its internationally renowned stable of
contributors, and its array of pedagogical aids, this latest edition of Contemporary
Sport Management maintains its reputation as the groundbreaking and
authoritative introductory text in the field.
What makes a sport enterprise successful? How can managers working in sport
improve organizational effectiveness through strategic behaviour management?
This comprehensive and accessible textbook addresses these important
questions and examines the theories that underpin organizational analysis in
sport. Helping both students and practitioners to understand the different types of
behaviour that occur within a sports enterprise, it also demonstrates how to
develop ways of managing behaviour more effectively for the benefit of all
stakeholders. The book explores behaviour on individual, interpersonal, group
and whole-organization levels, and presents an evidence-based framework for
analysis built around key concepts such as: Change and culture Leadership
Motivation, rewards and incentives Power and influence Conflict, disputes and
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grievances Equity, diversity and inclusion. With international case studies,
learning objectives, review questions and guides to further reading included in
every chapter, no other textbook develops critical skills or an awareness of
ethical issues in such detail and depth. Organizational Behaviour in Sport is
essential reading for all students and practitioners working in sport, leisure or
recreation management.
This book explores a wide range of emerging cultural, heritage, and other tourism
issues that will shape the future of hospitality and tourism research and practice
in the digital and innovation era. It offers stimulating new perspectives in the
fields of tourism, travel, hospitality, culture and heritage, leisure, and sports within
the context of a knowledge society and smart economy. A central theme is the
need to adopt a more holistic approach to tourism development that is aligned
with principles of sustainability; at the same time, the book critically reassesses
the common emphasis on innovation as a tool for growth-led and market-oriented
development. In turn, fresh approaches to innovation practices underpinned by
ethics and sustainability are encouraged, and opportunities for the exploration of
new research avenues and projects on innovation in tourism are highlighted.
Based on the proceedings of the Sixth International Conference of the
International Association of Cultural and Digital Tourism (IACuDiT) and edited in
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collaboration with IACuDiT, the book will appeal to a broad readership
encompassing academia, industry, government, and other organizations.
The Book of Majors 2014 by The College Board helps students answer these
questions: What's the major for me? Where can I study it? What can I do with it
after graduation? Revised and refreshed every year, this book is the most
comprehensive guide to college majors on the market. In-depth descriptions of
200 of the most popular majors are followed by complete listings of every major
offered at more than 3,800 colleges, including four-year and two-year colleges
and technical schools. The 2014 edition covers every college major identified by
the U.S. Department of Education—over 1,200 majors are listed in all. This is also
the only guide that shows what degree levels each college offers in a major,
whether a certificate, associate, bachelor's, master's or doctorate. The guide
features: • insights—from the professors themselves—on how each major is
taught, what preparation students will need, other majors to consider and much
more. • updated information on career options and employment prospects. • the
inside scoop on how students can find out if a college offers a strong program for
a particular major, what life is like for students studying that major, and what
professional societies and accrediting agencies to refer to for more background
on the major.
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Few forces in contemporary society influence the fortunes of tourism destinations
more immediately than sport. From football fans to kayaking, Sports Tourism
Destinations: issues, opportunities and analysis examines the planning,
development and management of sport tourism destinations. With contributions
from international experts, this book looks at the dramatic effects sports tourism
has on the economy and future of tourism destinations. Divided into four parts,
the book systematically covers: Sports tourism destination analysis: applies
principles of destination resource analysis to the study of sport tourism
destinations Destination planning and development: illustrates the mutually
beneficial links between sport, tourism and destination planning. Destination
marketing and management: explores theoretical and applied aspects of sport
tourism destination marketing and management Sport tourism impacts and
environments: identifies and discusses critical issues of sustainable development
at sport tourism destinations Practical case studies in each chapter illustrate and
highlight the links between sport tourism theory and practice, making this book a
vital resource for lecturers and students alike.
The hosting of major sporting events can be a key tool in the development of
cities and countries around the world. If carried out effectively these events can
not only bring prestige to an area but can leave the local population with a legacy
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of improved infrastructure and facilities. Managing Major Sports Events: Theory
and Practice is a complete introduction to the principles and practical skills that
underpin the running and hosting of major sports events, from initial bid to post-
event legacy. The book draws closely on the authors’ personal practical
experiences of day-to-day management during the 2010 Winter Olympics in
Vancouver, now widely regarded as the gold standard of Olympic organisation.
Drawing on the latest research from across multiple disciplines, it covers every
key area in the event management process, including: Bidding, leadership and
planning Venue implementation Communications (e.g., media, marketing and
sponsorship, technology) Functional area considerations (e.g., sport, protocol,
security and risk management) Games-time considerations Ceremonies Legacy
and sustainability. Each chapter contains a unique combination of theory,
practical decision-making exercises and case studies of major sports events from
around the world, helping students and practitioners alike to understand and
prepare for the reality of executing major events on an international scale. A
companion website includes self-test quizzes and flashcards for students, links to
110 useful websites, 173 summary slides, plus 45 essay questions and extended
decision-making exercises for lecturers. Managing Major Sports Events: Theory
and Practice is an essential textbook for any course on sports event
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management or international sports management and an invaluable resource for
all sport management researchers and professionals.
Exploring sports event management from a Caribbean, small island developing
state perspective, this volume uses the events of the recently held Cricket World
Cup 2007 (CWC 2007) as a launching pad for identifying best practices and the
way forward. The CWC 2007 was the first time in any sport, a World Cup was
staged in nine independent countries. None of the Caribbean territories hosting a
match has a population larger than Jamaica's 3.4 million; most have less than a
quarter of a million people; economies are small and infrastructure limited. The
hosting of this event produced significant lessons that the region and the world
can learn from concerning sports event management.
Sport has long been used as a tool for political gain and many major sporting events
are now often framed as a panacea to help combat issues such as rising obesity rates,
decreasing physical activity levels and wider urban decline. In reality though, fostering a
temporary ‘feel-good factor’ is the most that many of these events can ever achieve
even though a number are now sold on the popular rhetoric of legacy. Drawing upon a
range of events and the work of international scholars from a variety of disciplinary
backgrounds, this collection offers insights into the ways in which events outside of the
big two are (re)positioned as part of the wider sporting landscape. The chapters
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originally published as a special issue in Sport in Society.
Successful media relations and a sound communication strategy are essential for all
sport organizations. Any successful manager working in sport must have a clear
understanding of how the media works, as well as the practical skills to manage the
communication process. Now in a fully revised and updated second edition, Sport and
the Media: Managing the Nexus is still the only textbook to combine in-depth analysis of
the rapidly developing sport media industry with a clear and straightforward guide to
practical sport media management skills. The book explains the commercial
relationships that exist between key media and sport organisations and how to apply a
range of tools and strategies to promote the achievements of sport organisations. This
updated edition includes a wider range of international examples and cases, as well as
four completely new chapters covering new and social media, managing the media at
major sports events, the work of the sports journalist, and the role of the sport media
manager. The book's online resources have also been updated, with new lecture slides
and teaching notes providing a complete package for instructors. Sport and the Media
is an essential textbook for any degree level course on sport and the media, sport
media management or sport communication, and invaluable reading for any sport
media or sport management practitioner looking to improve their professional skills.
Contemporary events management is a diverse and challenging field. This major new
introductory textbook is the first to fully explore the multi-disciplinary nature of events
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management and to provide all the practical skills and professional knowledge students
need to succeed in the events industry. The book covers every type of event studied on
an Events Management course, including sports, music, the arts, corporate events,
tourism, and the public and voluntary sectors. It introduces the key issues facing the
contemporary events industry, from health, safety and risk management to
sustainability to developing a market-oriented business, with every topic brought to life
through case-studies, personal biographies and examples of best practice. Written by a
team of authors with many years of industry experience, it introduces the practical skills
required in every core area of events management, including marketing, finance,
project management, strategy, operations, event design and human resources. A
companion website for the book includes a dazzling array of additional features,
including self-test questions, audio interviews with key industry figures, additional case-
studies and PowerPoint slides for each chapter. Events Management: An Introduction
is the essential course text for any events management program.
Governance has become a hugely important issue within sport. Issues of corruption
and ‘bad governance’ have become synonymous with some aspects of sport and
closer scrutiny than ever before is being applied to ensure organisations are following
international best practice in respect to how they are governed. As sport organisations
are required to become more professional and to adopt a more transparent and
accountable approach to their operations, it has become important for all students,
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researchers and professionals working in sport to understand what good governance is
and how it should be achieved. This book is the first to examine sport governance
around the world. It offers a series of in-depth case studies of governance policy and
practice in 15 countries and regions, including the US, UK, China, Australia, Canada,
South Africa, Latin America and the Middle East, as well as chapters covering
governance by, and of, global sport organisations and international sport federations.
With an introduction outlining the key contemporary themes in the study of sport
governance, and a conclusion pointing at future directions for research and practice,
this book is essential reading for any course on sport management, sport policy, sport
development, sport administration or sport organisations, and for any manager or policy-
maker working in sport and looking to improve their professional practice.
Contemporary sport is both a sophisticated and complex international business and a
mass participatory practice run largely by volunteers and community organisations.
Now in a fully revised and expanded second edition, this authoritative and
comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of sports management helps to
explain the modern commercial environment that shapes sport at all levels and gives
clear and sensible guidance on best practice in sports management, from elite sport to
the local level. The first section examines the global context for contemporary sports
management. The second explores the key functional areas of management, from
organisation and strategy to finance and marketing, and explains how successful
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managerial techniques can be applied in a sporting context. The final section surveys a
wide range of important issues in contemporary sports management, from corporate
social responsibility to the use of information and communication technologies.
Together, these sections provide a complete package of theory, applied practical skills
and a state-of-the-art review of modern sport business. Complemented by a companion
website full of additional resources, this book is essential reading for all students of
sport management and sport business.
Sport Facility and Event Management focuses on the major components of both facility
and even management: planning, financing, marketing, implementation, and evaluation.
It integrates timely theoretical foundations with real world practicality and application to
provide the reader with a strong foundation in facility and event management. The
authors focus on a broad range of facilities and events to demonstrate the diversity of
the industry, which encompass recreation, leisure, health and fitness, in addition to the
more commonly discussed sport facilities and events. The texts robust pedagogy
includes chapter learning objectives, industry expert spotlights, vignettes, case studies,
discussion questions, and tip points, as well as actual examples from the industries
covered throughout the book.
"An accessible and different guide for students and practitioners alike... I'm sure that it
will become a standard reference text for sports management" - Peter Taylor, Sport
Industry Research Centre, Sheffield Hallam University "A must have introductory
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reference guide for graduate and undergraduate sport management students" - Paul M.
Pedersen, Indiana University "Provides students, practitioners and researchers in the
field of sport management with a valuable compilation of sensitizing concepts,
definitions and interesting references" - Michel van Slobbe, European Sport
Management Quarterly Sharp, clear and relevant this book meets the needs of those
studying and researching within the growing discipline of sport management. The
intelligently cross-referenced entries provide a concise overview of the key concepts in
the field guiding you through the important debates, sources and research methods in
the management and delivery of sport. The book introduces readers to the concepts at
the centre of their studies; it suggests relevant further reading and thoughts for future
research and applies academic theory to business and organizational problems in a
real-world context. Written for students, academics and practitioners the entries are
designed to meet study needs and include: Clear definitions Comprehensive examples
Practical applications Effective research methods.
Whether it’s a local event, state championship, or international competition, running a
successful sport event requires the knowledge and skills to plan, organize, promote,
lead, and communicate. Managing Sport Events presents the principles and practices
related to effective event management, taking readers through the entire process from
event conception through postevent evaluation. Merging research findings with best
practices, Managing Sport Events is an essential text for sport event management
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courses and combined sport event and facilities management courses. In each chapter,
key principles of event management are presented and reinforced through examples
from the sport industry. Case studies from a variety of sports and settings offer a
balanced, practical perspective for handling all levels of events. In addition, each
chapter features a profile of an industry professional providing insights from event
managers working in venues. This text also includes learning activities that challenge
students to assess existing events and consider how they might manage these events
differently based on information from the chapter. Numerous checklists, templates, and
worksheets throughout the text demonstrate a variety of tools for successful planning
and implementation of events. The accompanying instructor guide offers detailed
suggestions on incorporating the text into a combined facilities and events course as
well as activities and guidelines for implementing a semester-long event management
project. Managing Sport Events prepares students to enter the field with the conceptual
skills to immediately engage in event production and evaluation. It also offers current
industry professionals a reliable reference and professional development resource.
Readers will find a comprehensive discussion of what it takes to produce a successful
event: • Event conception and development • Key planning areas, including staffing,
budgeting, marketing, promotion, sponsorship, and legal and risk management • Key
operational areas, including services, logistics, and on-site management • Postevent
duties and considerations Managing Sport Events integrates the traditional business
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segments of sport management with the unique requirements of event management.
From a local youth soccer tournament to the Olympic Games, Managing Sport Events
is an essential resource for current and future professionals working in parks and
recreation, tourism and hospitality, and sports at the high school, college, amateur,
minor league, professional, and international levels.
Elite youth sport competitions have increased significantly in number in recent
years, with the Youth Olympic Games representing the high point of this
phenomenon. This book examines the global context within which elite youth
sport has emerged and continues to grow. It explores elite youth sport policy
across fifteen countries, in Europe, the Americas, Africa and Asia, addressing the
questions of how youth talent development is organised and why elite youth sport
has become so popular. Taking a comparative global perspective, the book
analyses the growth in more systematic approaches to young athlete
development and the increasing emphasis on early talent identification. It
discusses the attitude of stakeholders (such as NGBs, governments and
sponsors) towards elite youth sport, while also considering how young elite
athletes’ interests are protected and how the growth in elite youth sport affects a
sport’s development strategy. Written by a team of internationally renowned
researchers, Elite Youth Sport Policy and Management: A comparative analysis
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is fascinating reading for all students, scholars, managers, policy-makers and
coaches with an interest in youth sport, elite sport development, talent
identification and sports policy.
As a sporting event planner, how do you keep up with the trends of the ticket
buying public, sponsorship and merchandising while at the same time attending
to the hundreds of management and operational details required to execute the
event? A successful sports event requires a planner that can read signals from
their market and plan strategically to maintain sponsors and a fill an arena.
The management of risk and safety is not simply a matter of trying to remove
risks, but is necessary and vital to these industries. Sensible risk management is
concerned with making the most of the positive opportunities or reducing the
negative risks. This books shows how the absence of explicit risk practices is not
necessarily an absence of risk management, and how many existing operational
and strategic practices can be understood as part of a process of risk and safety
management. Its main objective is to develop greater clarity in the
communication of risks and the development of safety programmes, illustrating
how organisations can use a single language of risk, relevant for all levels of
management and areas of operation.
What role can strategic thinking play in contemporary sport management? It can
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be the difference between leading or languishing – it’s that important! Covering
sport at all levels, from community-based sport to elite sport, this is the first
textbook to focus on strategic management in a sport context. The book
introduces the fundamentals of strategic planning, environmental analyses,
strategic direction and leadership, strategy formulation and selection,
implementation, strategic control, and change management. Designed to
encourage students to develop a strategic mindset, as well as critical thinking
and problem-solving skills, the book unpacks key concepts such as leadership,
governance, organizational change, and the multiple layers of strategy in sport.
Full of real-world case studies from diverse, international sport business
environments, and useful pedagogical features such as review questions and
guides to online resources, this is an essential text for any sport management
course and an invaluable resource for sport development, recreation
management, or events management courses.
Managing Sport Events presents the principles and practices of effective event
management, taking readers through the entire process from event conception
through postevent evaluation.
Sport events are inextricably linked to the places in which they are hosted. High-
profile events require high-quality venues, and the proper management of
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facilities is crucial to their success. Now in a fully revised and updated new
edition, Managing Sport Facilities and Major Events is still the only textbook to
introduce the fundamentals of sport facility and event management in an
international context. With detailed real-world case studies and insights from
professional practice, this book offers a systematic guide to the management
issues and practical problems that sports managers must address to ensure
financial, sporting, and ethical success. It covers all the key aspects of sport
facility and major event management including the bidding process, facility
development, risk analysis, budgeting, marketing, branding, and quality
assurance, as well as completely new chapters on analytics, impact, and legacy.
Now supported by a companion website containing slides, test banks, a glossary,
and sample syllabus, this is an invaluable resource for students and practitioners
alike and is essential to any course on sport facilities, event management or sport
administration.
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